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Status: Post-production | See full list of in-production titles » Updated: September 28, 2020 More Info: See more production information about this title on IMDbPro. More Information Edit According to James Cameron, the Avatar sequels were such a huge undertaking that he divided the four scripts between the writing team of Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver, Josh
Friedman and Shane Salerno. Cameron goes on to explain the story: I think we met for seven months and we worked out every scene in every movie together, and I didn't assigned every writer to which film they were going to work on until the last day. I knew that if I confided in them their scripts in advance, they would tune in every time we talked about the
other movie. See more » KualitasBluRayNegaraUk, UsaBintang filmMichelle Rodriguez, Sam Worthington, Sigourney Weaver, Stephen Lang, Zoe SaldanaSutradaraJames CameronGenreAction, Adventure, Fantasy, Sci-fiIMDb7.. 8/10 out962,030 userDiterbitkanOlehmimin Synopsis A spinal cord injury sent to the moon on a unique mission Pandora is torn
apart on a unique mission between following his orders and protecting the world he feels is his home. James CameronSam Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Sigourney Weaver, Stephen Lang, Michelle Rodriguez16 December 2009 (UK, USA) Won 3 Oscars. Another 93 wins&amp;120 nominationsDiterbitkanJune 3, 2018 8:24 amDurasi2 jam 59 menitAvatarMale
AlienMarineParaplegicPlanetary RomanceJuragan21 Avatar (2009)LK21 Avatar (2009)Movieon21 Avatar (2009)Nonton Film Avatar (2009)Nonton Movie Avatar (2009) Won 3 Oscars. Another 86 wins &amp; 130 nominations. See more awards » Read more Edit When his brother is killed in a robbery, paraplech Jake Sully decides to take his place in a
mission on the distant world of Pandora. There he learns from greedy corporate figurehead Parker Selfridge's intentions of driving out the native humanoid Na'vi to mine for the precious material scattered across their rich forests. In exchange for the spinal surgery that will repair his legs, Jake gathers knowledge, of the Indigenous Race and their Culture, for
the cooperating military unit led by gung-ho Colonel Quaritch, while simultaneously attempting to infiltrate the Na'vi people with the use of an avatar identity. As Jake begins to connect with the indigenous tribe and quickly falls in love with the beautiful stranger Neytiri, the restless colonel moves forward with his ruthless eradication tactics, forcing the soldier to
take a stand – and fight back in an epic battle for Pandora's fate. Written by The Massie Twins Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: Enter the world action | Adventure | Fantasy | Sci-Fi Certificate: 12 | View all certifications » Parents Guide: View content advice » Edit some CGI scenes took an average of 47 hours to complete See more » When Jake is
recording his first video log entry, he moves the recording camera around a bit to get a better picture of his face, and is looking for a screen on his right to see if centered his face correctly. In the next shot, he stares straight forward at the camera. This is not a goof; he's checked the angle and then looks at the camera so it doesn't film the side of his face. See
more » [first lines] Jake Sully: [Tell] When I was in the V.A. hospital with a big hole blown through the middle of my life, I started having these dreams of flying. I was free. But sooner or later, you always have to wake up. See more » Released to commemorate 2010 Earth Day, the 171-minute Special edition includes the following additional scenes: The first
flight over Pandora is longer, with the helicopter flying past the Helmmbeast herd. Grace informs Norm and Jake about it. The team reaches the abandoned school. It reveals that Grace English to the na'vi children came to a serious incident (bullet holes around, etc..) that was insinuated about. Jake and Neytiri running through the neon-lit woods are a little
longer. When Jake joins the circle, a little Na'vi girl smiles at him curiously, but her father stops her. Neytiri then arrives and gives Jake a fruit. Jake tries to ask Neytiri her name, but she seems annoyed by that. Jake, Grace and Norm go from the helicopter to the remote laboratory. There's a statement about the mountains. At night, Jake and Neytiri run
through the luminescent forest. After Jake touches the Fan Lizard, he flies away in a radiant glow. His fellow species follow suit and, to jake and Neytiri's delight, raise themselves in the air. As Jake and the other Na'vi climb the mountain, Neytiri flies past them on her banshee, Seze.The Na'vi goes for an aerial yacht to Stuurmbeast. Jake shoots one and
shouts in excitement. Neytiri also follows suit. The Na'vi are destroying the hell trucks of the mining company. The next morning, Wainfleet's squad snives through the remains of the Hell Trucks. Turns out Na'vi kills the soldiers, too. Quaritch and Selfridge are watching the live broadcast. Tsu'tey's fall from the sky is longer. A few plants slow down and break
his fall. The scene with the Hammerhead Titanotheres is extensive. The battle between Neytiri on a Thanathor and Quaritch is a little longer. Tsu'Tey's death: he knows he's dying and appoints Jake as his successor. He insists that Jake kill him because Jake has to pass him through Na'vi customs to the Eywa by killing him by his own hands. Neytiri starts
crying. Jake reluctantly fulfills his wish, stabbing him by the knife as the camera passes him. The credits include the use of Discovery Zone's Bless the Plague soundtrack. The copyright year has been replaced by 2010. See more » I See You (Theme of Avatar) Performed by Leona Lewis Music by James Horner and Simon Franglen Lyrics by Simon
Franglen, Kuk Harrell and James Horner Produced by Simon Franglen and James Leona Lewis performs courteously of Syco Music See more » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official site release date: site: December 2009 (Germany) See more » Also known as: Avatar - Aufbruch nach Pandora See more » Chicago Illinois, USA See more » Edit
Budget:$237,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $77,025,481, December 20, 2009 Us Gross: $760,507,625 Cumulative Global Gross: $2,790,439,092 See more on IMDbPro » Runtime: 162 min | 171 min (special edition) | 178 min (extended cut) Dolby Digital | DTS | SDDS | Image ratio Sonics-DDP (IMAX: 1.78 : 1 See full technical specifications
» Diterbitkan pada 3 June 2018 8:24 Oleh mimin. A spinal cord injury sent to the moon Pandora on a unique mission is torn between following his orders and protecting the world he feels is his home. James CameronSam Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Sigourney Weaver, Stephen Lang, Michelle Rodriguez16 December 2009 (UK, USA) Won 3 Oscars. Another
93 win&amp;120 nominations KualitasBluRayNegaraUk, UsaBintang filmMichelle Rodriguez, Sam Worthington, Sigourney Weaver, Stephen Lang, Zoe SaldanaSutradaraJames CameronGenreAction, Adventure, Fantasy, Sci-fiIMDb7.8 / 10 of 989,621 usersThe first place in a mission in the distant world of Pandora. There he learns from greedy corporate
figurehead Parker Selfridge's intentions of driving out the native humanoid Na'vi to mine for the precious material scattered across their rich forests. In exchange for the spinal surgery that will repair his legs, Jake collects information for the cooperating military unit led by gung-ho Colonel Quaritch, while simultaneously attempting to infiltrate the Na'vi people
with the use of an avatar identity. As Jake begins to bond with the indigenous tribe and quickly falls in love with the beautiful alien Neytiri, the restless colonel continues with his ruthless extermination tactics, forcing the soldier to take a stand - and fight back in an epic battle for pandora's fate.Awards: Won 3 Oscars., Another 85 wins &amp; 128 nominations.
Budget: $237,000,000 (estimated)Worldwide Gross: $2,787,965,087, February 13, 2015Soundtrack: I See You (Theme from Avatar) Performed by Leona Lewis Music by James Horner and Simon Franglen Lyrics by Simon Franglen, Kuk Harrell and James Horner Produced by Simon Franglen and James Horner, Leona Lewis performs courtesy of Syco
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